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Importing  
inserting background bitmaps,  
polyline 
rectangle 
group 
rotate 
rotate 3D 
lock 
extrude 
boolean operations 
lofting 
_  

Open a new Rhino file 

Choose large object – inches 

Navigate to the TOP VIEW 

There are 2 ways to bring drawings into Rhino, you can IMPORT or insert a BACKGROUND BITMAP.  If 
you have vector information (PDF, .AI, .DWG .DXF, .3DM files) you should import your drawing.  If you 
have raster information (.jpg, .tiff, .png files) you should insert a background bitmap. 

Type BACKGROUND BITMAP in the Rhino command line, navigate to the file 20140812_drawings and 
drag it out in the top view of your workspace.  In the command line you are given options to adjust this, 
click on scale in these options and scale the drawing so the first floor ceiling height is 10’.  Press ENTER 
to exit out of the tool.  

You can now trace your drawing using the polyline, rectangle and offset tools. 

Create 7 new layers and label them according to each drawing type: 01 plan, 02 plan, north elevation, 
south elevation, east elevation, and section.  GROUP each drawing and place on a layer. 

LOCK the plan layer and MOVE and ROTATE the elevations to the correct side of the plan.  ROTATE 3D 
the elevations and the section so they are standing at a 90 degree angle to the plan on each side.  Place 
the 2nd floor plan at the appropriate place in the section. 

Extrude the elevations to the appropriate wall thickness in plan. 

Create the stair and interior walls by extruding the section to the appropriate point in the plan. 

Extrude the plans to the appropriate point in the section. 

You can Boolean your interior walls to the exterior walls, but be warned, this can create messy results.   


